I
IMAGE SEGMENTATION BY REGION BASED
AND WATERSHED ALGORITHMS

algorithm hardly ever form continuous lines, it is difficult to
convert from an edge image to an image partition. Algorithms such as edge linking are therefore applied to assemble edge pixels into continuous edges (2).
Region-based segmentation methods, which are described in the next section, build the regions of a partition
directly. Whereas edge-based segmentation methods search
for discontinuities to find the boundaries between regions,
region-based methods use the criterion that regions should
be homogeneous. The homogeneity criterion can be used
either to add pixels to regions for which the criterion is
satisfied (region growing) or to split regions that do not
satisfy the homogeneity criterion (region splitting). A combination of both methods is also possible (region splitting
and merging).
The watershed transform, which is described in future
sections, combines aspects of both edge-based and regionbased segmentation approaches. It grows regions of pixels
around the local minima of an image, and it ensures that
the boundaries of adjacent regions lie along the crest lines of
the gradient image (4).

INTRODUCTION
The segmentation of an image is defined as its partition
into regions, in which the regions satisfy some specified
criteria. A commonly used criterion is that of homogeneity,
that is, the regions should be homogeneous with respect to
some property, such as color or texture (1). An alternative
criterion is that the regions should correspond to the
constituent regions or objects of an image (2). An even
stronger requirement could be that the regions have a
strong correlation with regions or objects of the real world
contained in the image (3). As an example, two possible
segmentations (also referred to as partitions) of the image
in Fig. 1(a) are shown in Fig. 1(c and d), in which the thick,
white lines represent the boundaries of the regions. The
segmentation in Fig. 1(c) was obtained with the help of
user interaction, as shown in Fig. 1(b), in which the user
marked the objects. The resulting regions therefore have a
strong correlation with the real-world objects in the
image. The segmentation in Fig. 1(d) was obtained by
an automatic algorithm in which regions were defined
based on a color homogeneity criterion. The resulting
regions correspond less well to objects in the image. The
algorithms used to obtain these segmentations, which are
mentioned in the caption of Fig. 1, are described in the
section entitled ‘‘watershed algorithms in practice.’’
In general, segmentation is an ill-defined problem, as it
is impossible to define a single perfect segmentation for
every image. The best segmentation is usually dependent
on the application and the information to be obtained from
the image. It is also often dependent on the scale at which
the image is to be processed. For example, an aerial photograph of a landscape could be divided into regions that
represent different land uses, with each forest covered by a
single region. Alternatively, if the application is tree counting, then each tree of the forest should correspond to a
region.

Partition Representation
The result of a segmentation algorithm is a partition of
an image, which consists of several regions, as shown in
Fig. 1(c and d). The partition must satisfy at a minimum the
following requirements specified by Serra (5):
1. The union of all the partition regions must cover the
full area of the image (alternatively stated that every
pixel must belong to a region).
2. The regions must not overlap each other.
Other authors have specified more stringent requirements
for a partition; for example Zucker (6) requires that the
pixels of each region are connected and that a function
exists which returns true when applied to a single region
and false when applied to the union of two regions.
A good way of visualizing a partition is to superimpose the
boundary lines of the partition regions onto the original
image, as done in Fig. 1(c and d) (where the boundary lines
have also been dilated for better visibility). A partition
representation useful for additional processing is a label
image, in which all pixels that belong to the same region
receive the same numeric value. The label image that corresponds to the partition in Fig. 1(c) is shown in Fig. 2(a). For
the label image, the above two requirements imply that
every pixel of the image must be assigned a label and that
no pixel may be assigned more than one label. The number of
labels used depends on the application; this number can
range from two labels for a segmentation into foreground
and background regions (or interesting and uninteresting
regions) to many labels. For a digital image, the largest
possible number of labels is obtained if each pixel is assigned
its own label (although such a segmentation is less useful in

SEGMENTATION BASICS
After a discussion of the image properties generally used by
image segmentation algorithms, the concept and representation of a segmentation partition is reviewed.
Edge and Region-Based Segmentation
Image segmentation algorithms in general are based on one
or both properties of discontinuity and homogeneity.
Edge-based segmentation methods approach segmentation by finding the locations of discontinuities in an image,
is done by applying an edge detection algorithm (see the
entry on Edge Detection in Gray Scale, Color and Range
Images). As the edge pixels produced by an edge detection
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Figure 1. Example segmentations: (a) Original image. (b) Markers (in gray) drawn in by a user.
(c) Marker-based watershed segmentation based on the markers
in (b), see the section entitled
‘‘watershed with markers’’. (d)
Hierarchical watershed segmentation using synchronous flooding
by volume into 25 regions, see
the section entitled ‘‘Hierarchical
watersheds.’’

practice). A commonly used representation is to assign an
additional ‘‘boundary’’ label to the pixels on the boundary
between adjacent regions, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The choice of
the representation with or without a boundary label depends
on the application for which the segmentation is to be used.
For example, it is useful to have the boundary if a requirement is to superimpose the edges of the partition regions
onto the original image. However, if the aim is feature
extraction from regions for object recognition, then the
boundary is less useful as extracting features from it makes
little sense, and it decreases the size of the regions in which
features can be extracted. As an extreme example, if thin
objects of the order of two pixels wide are to be segmented,
then it may be a problem to use the representation with a
boundary label, as a complete two-pixel-wide object could be
labeled as a double boundary.
The decision as to which representation is required
should be made when choosing the segmentation algorithm
(versions of both the region growing and watershed algorithms exist to produce both representations), as converting
directly between these two partition representations is
not straightforward. To remove the boundary label would
require replacing it by the label of one of the adjacent regions,
but the choice between the regions is arbitrary. Similarly,
adding a boundary label requires making a choice between
which of a pair of adjacent regions will have a row of pixels
removed. These arbitrary choices lead to a one-pixel uncertainty in the position of the boundary label or region labels.
An alternative representation of a partition is by the
region adjacency graph (RAG), in which each region is
represented by a vertex, and the vertices of those regions

Figure 2. Partition representations: (a) Label image corresponding to the partition in Fig. 1 (c) (b)
Label image in which the partition
boundary lines are shown as an
additional label (in black). (c)
Region adjacency graph of partitions (a) and (b). (d) Two vertices
of the RAG have been merged, as
indicated by the broken line, which
results in the merging of two
regions of the partition (indicated
by the assignment of the same
region label).

that are adjacent to each other (share a common boundary)
are linked by edges [Fig. 2(c)]. The RAG can also have
weights associated with the edges (forming a weighted
graph). For the RAG, the edge weights usually encode
some measure of the difference or similarity between
the regions represented by the vertices linked by an
edge. Features calculated from the regions can be associated with the vertices. The representation as a RAG
allows operations from graph theory to be applied to the
partition, and it often allows efficient implementation of
segmentation algorithms. One of the most common operations on the RAG is to group vertices linked by edges that
have weights indicating high region similarity. This
operation corresponds to the merging of the regions associated with these grouped vertices in the partition, as
shown in Fig. 2(d). Similarity criteria that have been
used include color similarity (such as a distance in color
space between the mean colors of the adjacent regions),
texture similarity, low contrast along the common boundary of the adjacent regions, and the criteria based on
watershed flooding described later in this article. Hierarchies of partitions can be built in which higher levels of the
hierarchy correspond to the merging of a larger number of
regions of the partition at the lowest level of the hierarchy
[see Fig. 3(b)].
REGION-BASED SEGMENTATION
Region-based segmentation algorithms aim to build ‘‘homogeneous’’ regions, which are regions that satisfy a given
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Figure 3. (a) Split and merge hierarchy—starting at the
top, the subdivision into four regions continues until
the resultant regions satisfy the homogeneity criterion.
The merging step in the lowest level merges regions that
together satisfy the homogeneity criterion, which leads to a
reduction from 13 to 4 regions indicated by the fill patterns.
(b) Watershed hierarchy—regions are merged pairwise
until the whole image forms one region. A possible combination of regions from different levels to form an image
partition is shown by the shading.

homogeneity criterion. This criterion can be based on image
features such as gray scale, color, texture, shape, and so on.
The regions can be built either by grouping pixels to form
regions (region growing algorithm) or by starting with a
single region and successively subdividing it (split and
merge algorithm). The segmentations obtained by these
two algorithms are (in almost every case) not the same.
The homogeneity criterion can be evaluated on any
region or group of regions of a partition, in which the
outcome is a binary decision on whether the region satisfies
the criterion. Often, it is easier to specify it as a similarity
criterion, which, given two regions, decides whether they
are similar. A similarity criterion on two regions can also be
implemented as a homogeneity criterion on the union of the
two regions.
Region Growing
The region growing approach (6) grows a region of a partition starting from a seed (consisting of one or more pixels)
by successively adding adjacent pixels to the region if they
satisfy a similarity criterion. The growth stops when no
adjacent pixels satisfy the similarity criterion. To create an
image partition by region growing, one usually begins with
a single pixel of the image as the seed and successively adds
adjacent pixels to it until no adjacent pixels satisfy the
similarity criterion. A new seed pixel is then chosen from
the pixels that have no label, and the process is iterated
until all pixels are labeled.
To use the region growing approach, one needs to
specify:
1. an algorithm for generating the seeds (or the seeds
themselves)
2. a similarity criterion
In general, different seed positions result in different
partitions. A common practice is to take the first seed as the
top left pixel of the image, with subsequent seeds being
chosen as pixels adjacent to the already labeled regions.
Alternatively, one can attempt to choose regions that are
representative of the pixel characteristics being used. For
example, for region growing based on gray values, pixels
with gray values that correspond to peaks in the gray level
histogram can be used as seeds. Background knowledge can
also be used. For the application described in Ref. 2, it is

known that the objects of interest all contain pixels with
maximum gray value—these pixels are used as seeds.
The similarity criterion must be designed to compare a
single pixel (the one being tested) with a group of pixels
(those already part of the region). For the gray scale case,
if the seed pixels all have the same gray value, then one
could define a similarity criterion based on a threshold on
the difference between the seed gray value and the gray
value of the pixel being tested. If the seed contains pixels
that have a range of gray values, then the mean gray
value could be used. Instead of comparing pixels only with
seed pixels, they can be compared with all pixels that are
part of the region being grown. If a mean gray value is
used as a region characteristic, then this mean should be
updated with every new pixel added. For the similarity
criterion presented in Ref. 7, a region is characterized by
the mean and scatter of its gray levels, and the decision on
whether a pixel is similar enough is based on a statistical
significance test.
Adams and Bischof (8) propose an efficient regiongrowing algorithm that, given n seeds (groups of
connected pixels) as input, assigns every pixel in the
image to one of n partition regions that correspond to the
seeds. This task is performed through the use of an
ordered list of all unassigned pixels adjacent to the
regions, which are sorted according to their similarity
criterion calculated for every pixel with respect to its
adjacent region. The following steps are iterated until all
pixels have been assigned to a region: The pixel with the
highest similarity measure is added to its adjacent
region, the mean gray value of the region is updated,
and the pixel list is updated to include the unassigned
pixels now adjacent to the newly expanded region. It is
also possible to assign pixels between two regions to a
class of boundary pixels.
Region Splitting and Merging
Region splitting and merging (9) is a hierarchical approach
to region-based image segmentation. The splitting component of the algorithm begins with the whole image considered as a single region. If the homogeneity criterion is not
satisfied for this region, then it is split into four subregions.
The homogeneity criterion is then tested on each subregion,
and those that do not satisfy the criterion are split into four
subregions. This process continues until all resultant
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regions satisfy the homogeneity criterion. The resulting
hierarchy can be represented conveniently by a quadtree
(a tree in which each vertex has exactly four descendents),
where the leaf vertices represent the homogeneous regions.
This model is shown in Fig. 3(a) for a three-level hierarchy.
In the second level, the lower left quadrant already satisfies
the homogeneity criterion, so it is not subdivided in the third
level. Using only this splitting procedure can obviously lead
to adjacent regions that have very similar properties. The
merging process is therefore applied to merge these adjacent
similar regions—if the union of a pair of adjacent regions
satisfies the homogeneity criterion, then these regions are
merged. This process is demonstrated in the lowest level of
the hierarchy in Fig. 3(a), in which the fill patterns show a
possible merging of the 13 regions to obtain 4 regions. The
full algorithm consists of iterating the splitting and merging
steps until no more region splits or merges can be made.
Many variations on this algorithm exist, including specifications on the order of the splitting and merging steps
(2); a version with overlapping regions; and a more efficient
single-pass algorithm (3). A disadvantage of this algorithm
is the assumption that the regions are composed of groups
of rectangles, which leads to a block-like appearance of the
resulting partition. The main disadvantage is that the
algorithm is sensitive to image translations.
WATERSHED TRANSFORM
The watershed transform combines aspects of both regionbased and edge-based approaches to image segmentation.
The regions are built by pixel grouping (region-based),
whereas the edges of the regions are located based on image
discontinuities (edge-based). This section presents the basic
algorithm as well as more efficient algorithms for its implementation. A framework for using the watershed transform
in practical applications is presented in the next section.
Basic Definition
The idea for the watershed transform comes from topography. A drop of water falling somewhere on a landscape flows
downhill until it reaches a river or other body of water. A
body of water and the surrounding region from which the
water drains into it is called a catchment basin. It is obvious
that every local minimum (point surrounded only by points
of higher altitude) on the landscape will be associated with

a catchment basin. Catchment basins are separated topographically from adjacent catchment basins by lines of
maximum altitude called watershed lines or simply watersheds. For a drop of water that falls onto a watershed line, it
is not defined to which of the adjacent catchment basins it
belongs. Those points on the landscape that do not belong to
any catchment basin therefore form part of the watershed.
These definitions allow one to classify every point of a
topographic surface (landscape) as either belonging to a
catchment basin associated with one of the local minima of
the landscape or to the watershed, effectively dividing up
(segmenting) the landscape.
A gray-scale digital image can also be viewed as a
topographic surface, in which the altitude at each pixel
is given by its gray value. A simulated drop of water falling
onto this surface will flow in the direction of steepest
gradient to a gray-value minimum. By this approach,
one can assign each pixel of the image to a catchment
basin associated with an image minimum or to the
watershed. The resulting catchment basins then form
the regions of an image partition, which are separated
by pixels that belong to the watershed. The result of a
watershed transform of a gray-scale image is usually
represented by a label image in which every pixel that
belongs to a given catchment basin is assigned the same
label, and the pixels that belong to the watershed are
assigned a unique, distinct label [see Fig. 2(b)].
Algorithms
The above watershed definition is intended for use in a
continuous Euclidean space. Using an algorithm based on
water-drop flow simulation to segment a digital image is not
the best approach, as such images often contain plateaus
(areas of constant gray value) in which the direction of
steepest descent cannot be determined. Determining the
catchment basins by simulated immersion overcomes this
problem (10). This process can be visualized as follows: A
hole is made in the topographic surface at each local minimum, and the surface is gradually immersed in water. A
lake will form in each catchment basin, and all catchment
basins will be filled to the same level [Fig. 4(a)]. When two
lakes that form in separate catchment basins are about to
merge, a dam wall is built to prevent the lakes from merging
[Fig. 4(b)]. Once the topographic surface is submerged to its
highest level, the dam walls give the positions of the
watershed lines, and the areas delimited by the dam walls

Dam Wall

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. Three different stages of watershed construction by flooding on a function of one variable.
The final watershed lines are given by the thick vertical ‘‘dam walls’’ in (c).
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correspond to the catchment basins (regions), with one
catchment basin produced by each minimum [Fig. 4(c)].
For simplicity, the example in Fig. 4 is shown on a function
of one variable (as is done for all examples in this article).
The watershed algorithm is however applicable to functions of two variables (gray-level images), three variables
(volume images or sequences of gray-level images), four
variables (sequences of volume images), and in feature
spaces of higher dimensions.
The watershed algorithm can be directly implemented
by making use of morphological geodesic operators on
successive thresholds of an image (4). A more efficient
algorithm that uses queues of pixels to access those pixels
which must be modified at each step (10) is used in most
practical implementations. An alternative definition and
algorithm for the digital case using topographical distance
is presented in Ref. 11. It is based more closely on the
definition for the continuous case in the section entitled
‘‘Basic Definition,’’ but it includes a strategy for dealing
with plateaux. An overview of algorithms and parallelization strategies for both the immersion simulation and
topographical distance approaches can be found in Ref. 1.
Note that, as often occurs when concepts from continuous
space are transferred to digital space, the immersion simulation and topographic distance approaches can produce
different results for some gray-level configurations.
Another consequence of the watershed definition in digital
space is the occasional occurrence of thick watersheds,
which means that the watershed pixels do not form onepixel thick lines but extended areas. These thick watersheds occur for both approaches, but they tend to be less
pronounced for the immersion simulation approach (1).
Watershed algorithms exist to create partitions both
with and without a boundary label.

WATERSHED ALGORITHMS IN PRACTICE
The image to which the watershed is applied should have
each region of the partition to be computed marked by a grayscale minimum, and the boundaries of the regions marked
by gray-scale maxima. As the image to be segmented usually
does not satisfy these requirements, it is preprocessed to
produce an image that better satisfies them. For example, for
a gray-scale image in which the edges of the regions are
characterized by abrupt differences in gray values, the
modulus of its gradient would satisfy the requirements.
The problem with the watershed segmentation, however,
is that the input image usually has an excess of local minima,
which leads to an over-segmentation of the image, as one
partition region is created for each local minimum.
Three approaches are used to reduce over-segmentation, which correspond to the three paths through the tree
in Fig. 5. The first part of all three paths is preprocessing
and filtering, in which the aim of this step is to reduce the
number of local minima and enhance the object boundaries.
The result of this step is referred to as the segmentation
image. The watershed can optionally be applied directly to
this image (path 1 in Fig. 5). Starting with the segmentation image, two approaches exist to reduce over-segmentation even more. Following path 2 allows one to specify the
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Figure 5. The three approaches to applying the watershed discussed in the text. The numbers below indicate the endpoints of the
three possible paths traversing the tree.

positions at which the flooding should start by creating a
marker image, which allows knowledge that one already
has about a scene to be used. In path 3, a hierarchy of
partitions is created, in which the lowest level has the most
regions, and regions are merged as one rises through the
levels of the hierarchy. One can then choose the level (or
combination of levels) of the hierarchy that corresponds to
the required partition. These methods are described in the
next subsections.
Filtering and Preprocessing
The aim of the filtering and preprocessing step is to create a
segmentation image that satisfies the requirements for a
good watershed segmentation—the number of spurious
local minima should be small, and the boundaries of the
regions should be marked by maxima. This step has been
divided into a filtering part, which has the aim of filtering
noise and hence reducing the number of spurious local
minima, and a preprocessing part, which aims to enhance
the region boundaries. These parts may be applied in any
order or interleaved. For example, an image may either be
filtered before calculating its gradient, or the gradient may
be filtered.
As is clear from Fig. 5, the output from this step can
either be passed directly to the watershed algorithm, or
used as input to the watershed with markers or the hierarchical watershed. Obviously, if the original image is
already perfectly suited to being used with the watershed
algorithm, then this step can be ignored.
Filtering. Every local minimum produces a region in the
partition created by the watershed algorithm. However, as
most local minima are often caused by noise or artefacts and
hence not significant, a filter that aims to reduce the noise
or other small spurious details is usually applied. Such a
filter could also reduce the variation in textured areas of an
image. Any arsenal of image filters can be applied to this
task. Note that for a marker-based watershed (see
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brightness gradient (13), which gives a higher weight to color
differences in more colorful areas of an image (areas with
higher saturation) and a higher weight to brightness differences in less colorful (lower saturation) areas. The quasiinvariant gradients (14) can be used to ignore edges caused
by shadows or shading or by specular reflection. A classic
preprocessing approach is used for round objects (such as
coffee beans or cells) that, even though they can be separated
from the background by a threshold, still touch each other in
the resulting binary image. To separate the objects, one
applies a distance transform to the thresholded image (4).
This transform creates a gray-scale distance image that
encodes the shortest distance of each foreground pixel
from the background. The center of each object is then a
maximum, and applying the watershed to the inverse of this
distance image results in the objects being separated.

Watershed with Markers), this filtering of minima is not
required, as the minimum imposition algorithm removes
all minima except for those specified in the marker image.
A desirable property of filters that are used prior to
image segmentation is that the position of the image contours should be preserved as well as possible. Linear filters
are therefore less suitable as they tend to blur the contours.
Nonlinear filters, such as the median filter or some morphological filters, better satisfy this contour-preserving
property. Another advantage of morphological filters is
that they may be used to remove specific image structures
while preserving others (4). In practice, one needs to find
the best compromise between the creation of smooth
regions and the preservation of well-localized contours.
The levelings (12) are morphological filters specifically
created for simplifying an image prior to segmentation.
They take as input the original image and a simplified
version of it. The latter is often created by an alternating
sequential filter (4), which consists of a sequence of alternating opening and closing operators using structuring
elements of successively increasing size, but it does not
preserve the contour positions. The leveling is constructed
by retaining those contours of the original image that are
also present in the simplified version, while flattening the
regions between these contours. The h-minima operator,
although it does not satisfy the properties of a morphological filter, is useful for suppressing minima if one knows
that only minima which are deeper than a specified depth
should be taken into account (4). This operator takes a grayscale image and a numeric depth as arguments and produces an image in which all local minima that have a depth
less than the specified value have been removed.

Watershed with Markers
The watershed with markers can also be visualized by
using the immersion simulation. The difference is that
instead of punching holes at each local minimum of the
topographic surface, holes are only punched at positions
specified by a set of markers. As only one region is created
per marker, having fewer markers will reduce the number
of regions in the final segmentation. An example is shown in
Fig. 6, in which the positions of three markers are indicated
by the arrows. In Fig. 6(a), it can be observed that
the flooding only starts in the marked catchment basins.
In Fig. 6(b), a dam wall is constructed as usual where two
dams meet. For catchment basins that do not contain
markers, the water simply flows in, as can be observed
for the catchment basin on the right. Fig. 6(c) shows the
final partition into three regions. In practice, it is not
necessary that markers be placed at local minima. Markers
may also cover a larger area.
To use markers in practice, one creates a marker image,
which is a binary image in which each connected component corresponds to a marker, or, using the immersion
visualization, a ‘‘hole’’ through which water will flow. A
marker can range in size from a single pixel to a large,
connected component. These markers are imposed on the
image on which the watershed is to be calculated through
minima imposition or swamping (4). The minima imposition operator takes both the marker image and segmentation image as inputs, and it produces as output an image in
which minima are present only at the positions indicated in

Preprocessing. The aim of preprocessing is to create welldefined region boundaries marked by gray-scale maxima. To
do this, one needs a model of what constitutes a boundary. If
the regions to be found correspond to areas where the graylevel varies little, and the region boundaries correspond to
large changes in gray-level, then the modulus of a gradient of
the initial image, such as the morphological gradient (4),
should be calculated. If the regions are characterized by
different textures, then an operator that enhances the
boundary between different textures should be used. For
color images in which regions are characterized by having a
fairly constant color, an operator that creates a gray-scale
gradient from a color image can be used. Gradients that can
be used on color images are the saturation-weighted hue and

Dam Wall

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. A flooding sequence for a marker controlled watershed segmentation. The positions of the
three markers are indicated by the arrows.
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the marker image and have been eliminated elsewhere.
Applying the watershed algorithm to this marker-imposed
image produces the desired results, with one region produced for each connected component in the marker image.
An efficient algorithm that combines the minima imposition and watershed computation into a single step through
the use of an array of priority queues is presented in Ref. 15 .
The key component in successfully using a watershed
with markers is creating the marker image. One marker is
required for each region in the final segmentation. If many
objects need to be separated from the background, then in
addition to one marker per object, a marker for the background is required. The simplest way of obtaining markers
is to request that a user draw in the markers. Figure. 1(b)
shows markers drawn in by the user which lead to the
partition in Fig. 1(c). Although manual marker specification
tends to produce the best segmentations, it is also very time
consuming and labor intensive. Hence, it is not suited to
applications in which an extremely large number of images
are to be segmented. It is used, for example, in medical
applications, in which medical personnel are in general
prepared to indicate regions if the resulting automatic
segmentation leads to time savings. In other words, the
resulting segmentation should be almost identical to the
best manual segmentation, but it should be obtained by very
few user interactions (i.e., marker drawing).
Alternatively, the markers are extracted automatically,
for which one needs a model of the characteristics of a
marker. Obviously, these characteristics are different for
different applications. Possibilities include those discussed
for creating region growing seeds in the section entitled
‘‘Region growing,’’ extended minima [the regional minima
obtained after applying an h-minima filter (4)], flat zones
(zones with constant gray value), quasi-flat zones (zones
with near constant gray value), areas with a specific color or
texture, and so on. These regions can be filtered even more
by an area opening, which removes connected components
that have an area smaller than the provided number of
pixels (4), or by the more general attribute opening (16),
which also allows filtering based on criteria such as the area
of the convex hull of a connected component or its maximum
Feret diameter.
The determination of an adequate preprocessing and
filtering of the input image and of a marker image has been
referred to as the ‘‘intelligent part’’ of the morphological
approach to segmentation (15). An example that demonstrates the determination of these images for the segmentation of the gray-scale jelly beans image [Fig. 7(a)] is now
presented, in which the aim is to create a region that
corresponds to each jelly bean. To create an image of the
boundaries, one could calculate the morphological gradient
of this image. However, as the the bright specular reflection
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spot on each jelly bean also causes a strong gradient, they
must first be removed. This removal is done by applying a
morphological opening by a 5 x 5 square structuring element to the original image [Fig. 7(b)] and calculating the
morphological gradient of the opened image using a 3 x 3
structuring element [Fig. 7(c)]. Now a marker is needed for
each jelly bean. Here we use the fact the each jelly bean
seems to be marked by a specular reflection. An extended
maxima operator of height 10 applied to the original image
produces the marker image in Fig. 7(d). Because of the
unevenness of the background, a marker is also produced
for the background. A watershed is now applied to the
gradient image on which the white areas in the marker
image have been imposed as minima. The resulting
watershed lines, which are overlaid in white on the original
image, are shown in Fig. 7(e). Although this segmentation
delimits most jelly beans, for some the algorithm has failed.
This failed segmentation would have to be corrected by
improving the steps in the intelligent part of the process.
Hierarchical Watersheds
Whereas the watershed algorithms described above produce a single partition as output, the hierarchical watershed algorithm produces a hierarchy of partitions. The
partition at the bottom of the hierarchy is the output of
the classic watershed algorithm, and it has the largest
number of regions. The regions are progressively merged
to form larger regions as one moves to higher levels of the
hierarchy, so that the highest possible level of the hierarchy
consists of a single region that covers the whole image, as
shown schematically in Fig. 3(b). A partition at the desired
scale or containing the desired number of regions is
obtained by selecting the corresponding level of the hierarchy. Alternatively, a combination of partition regions at
different levels can be chosen if one requires segmentation
at a finer scale for some parts of the image and at a coarser
scale for other parts. The shaded regions in Fig. 3(b) show a
partition that resulted from a combination of partitions at
different levels of the hierarchy. Such a combination of
partitions at different levels has been used in an interactive
segmentation application (17), in which the user may split a
region into subregions (effectively moving to a lower level of
the hierarchy for the chosen region) or may merge regions.
Two methods for creating hierarchies based on flooding
are presented. The hierarchies produced through synchronous flooding tend to have a large number of levels, as in
general only two adjacent regions are merged as one moves
to the next higher level of the hierarchy. The waterfall
algorithm, in contrast, has a region-merging rule that
results in a single region within only a few levels of the
hierarchy (typically less than 10).

Figure 7. The watershed segmentation
process for the jelly beans image.
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merges with the lake in the catchment basin adjacent to
the pass-point. An example of synchronous flooding by
depth is shown in Fig. 8. The measurement chosen to
characterize a lake determines the order of region merging. For depth, the deepest lakes, which correspond to the
most contrasted regions, will survive to the highest levels
of the hierarchy. For surface area, the largest regions will
survive to the highest levels. The volume provides a
balance between contrast and size. A segmentation of
the image in Fig. 1(a) into 25 regions by such a hierarchical
approach using equal volume measures is shown in Fig.
1(d). The hierarchy was built on the saturation-weighted
hue and brightness gradient (13) of the original color
image. Additional methods to influence the hierarchy
are described in Ref. 17 —for example, analogous to the
watershed with markers, markers can be placed in regions
that should survive to the higher levels of the hierarchy.
To achieve this, the associated catchment basins are
simply not flooded.
A more efficient way of keeping a record of the merging of
regions is to use the RAG. Each minimum (and its associated region in the watershed partition) is represented by a
vertex in the graph. When the lakes associated with adjacent minima merge, the vertices that represent these
minima in the graph are connected by a weighted edge,
for which the weight is set to the size measurement of the
lake that is full. A simple example of the construction of
the graph is shown in Fig. 8 at the bottom of each subfigure.
The black circles (vertices) represent the catchment basins.
Each time a lake fills its catchment basin, its merging with
the neighboring lake is indicated by drawing in an edge, for
which the weight is set to the depth of the full lake. It is
possible to show that the graph resulting from this algorithm is a minimum-spanning tree (17). To produce a
partition that contains N regions, one simply cuts the
N 1 edges with the highest weights. For example, cutting
the edges with weights 4 and 5 in Fig. 8(e) produces the
partition into three regions in Fig. 8(c). This method is
equivalent to choosing the level in the partition hierarchy
that contains N regions.

The approaches described here are bottom-up approaches, in which one starts with a large number of regions
and successively merges them. Top-down watershed approaches, which are related to the idea behind the split-andmerge algorithm, have also been developed (18). The image is
first strongly filtered to produce a segmentation into a small
number of regions (coarse segmentation). This partition is
then refined by iteratively resegmenting the regions of the
coarse segmentation using less strong filtering.
Hierarchies from Synchronous Flooding. The partition at
the lowest level of the hierarchy is the output of the classic
watershed algorithm, in which each local minimum in the
segmentation image produces a region. A version of the
algorithm that does not label the boundary pixels is usually
used. To build the hierarchy, the regions are merged pair
wise, with each merge producing a new level of the hierarchy
with one region less. The order of merging of the regions is
determined by a new flooding of the segmentation image.
In the classic watershed algorithm, lakes in adjacent
catchment basins are prevented from merging by building
dam walls. The final watershed is given by the dam walls
when the flooding has reached its highest level. When
building a hierarchy of region merges based on the flooding,
dam walls are not built. As before, water rises through holes
punched at all the local minima in the image topography.
When two lakes meet, they are allowed to merge. Every
merging of a pair of lakes produces the next highest level of
the hierarchy. The resulting hierarchy can then be used as
outlined above to produce a partition into the required
number of regions.
In the classic flooding approach, referred to as uniform
flooding, the global water level is constant. However, the
partition hierarchy constructed from uniform flooding is
less useful in practice, because the order of the region
merging is determined only by the height of the lowest
point (pass-point) in the topography separating adjacent
lakes and not by the characteristics of the lakes themselves. To overcome this problem, size-oriented synchronous flooding was introduced (17). Water floods each
catchment basin so that a chosen size measurement is
the same for each lake. This measurement can be the
depth, volume, or surface area of the lakes. When a lake
fills a catchment basin so that it cannot grow any more, it

Figure 8. Five different stages in the
construction of a partition hierarchy by
synchronous flooding using depth on a
function of one variable. The partition is
shown above each function; different
shades of gray represent different
regions. The construction of a graph
that describes the flooding process is
shown below each function, in which
the black circles (vertices) represent
the catchmentbasins, and the numbered
lines between them represent the
weighted links.
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Waterfall Hierarchies. The waterfall algorithm is an
alternative method for creating a partition hierarchy, which
is introduced in Ref. 19. The partition produced by the
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(c)

Figure 9. Three levels of a waterfall hierarchy: (a) Level 0 is a standard watershed segmentation,
where every minimum produces a region with boundaries indicated by the thick vertical lines. (b) At
level 1, the boundaries at the peaks marked by the arrows are removed as they are surrounded by
higher peaks, which lead to the segmentation into three regions. (c) At level 2, the remaining
boundaries are removed so that only one region remains.

classic watershed algorithm again forms the lowest level of
the waterfall partition hierarchy. In the original version, the
mutual boundary between adjacent pairs of catchment
basins is characterized by the height of the pass-point
(lowest point on the boundary). To create the next level of
the hierarchy, all boundaries that are surrounded by
boundaries that have higher pass-points are removed.
This algorithm is demonstrated in Fig. 9, in which the
arrows in Fig. 9(b) indicate the peaks that are removed
because they are surrounded by higher peaks, which leads to
the segmentation into three regions with boundaries indicated by the thick vertical lines. This removal step can be
iterated to create additional levels of the hierarchy. This
merging criterion results in many pairs of regions being
merged as one moves to each subsequent hierarchy level.
The original waterfall algorithm was implemented
using morphological reconstruction operators. An efficient
graph-based algorithm that operates on the minimumspanning tree is presented in Ref. 20. This implementation
has the advantage that the characterization of lakes by
their pass-point can be replaced by one of the characteristics used with synchronous flooding.
SUMMARY
Region-based segmentation algorithms construct regions
of a segmentation partition based on a specified homogeneity criterion. Algorithms include region growing and
split-and-merge. The watershed approach includes aspects
from edge-based segmentation approaches, in that the
region boundaries can be made to lie on lines that correspond to discontinuities in the image. In practice, one has a
large array of possibilities to influence the result of a
watershed transform, including the choice of preprocessing
and filtering to create the segmentation image, the choice of
markers for the marker-based watershed, and the use of
hierarchical watershed approaches.
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